
Maintenance Schedule (Severe Conditions)

Follow the Severe Conditions
Maintenance Schedule if you
drive your vehicle MAINLY
under one or more of the
following conditions:

Driving less than 5 miles (8
km) per trip or, in freezing
temperatures, driving less
than 10 miles (16 km) per trip.
Driving in extremely hot
[over 90° F (32°C] conditions.
Extensive idling or long
periods of stop-and-go driving.
Trailer towing, driving with a
roof top carrier, or driving in
mountainous conditions.
Driving on muddy, dusty, or
de-iced roads.

# : See information on maintenance and

emissions warranty, last column, page

155.

*1 : Refer to page 189 for replacement

information under special driving

conditions.
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Maintenance Schedule for Severe Conditions (listed by distance/time)

Use this schedule if your vehicle is MAINLY driven in any of the following Severe Conditions; otherwise use the Normal Schedule. Service at the
indicated distance or time, whichever comes first. Do the items in A, B, C, D as required for each distance/time.

Severe Conditions:
Driving less than 5 miles (8 km) per trip or, in freezing temperatures, driving less than 10 miles (16 km) per trip.
Driving in extremely hot (over 90°F/32°C) conditions.
Extensive idling or long periods of stop-and-go driving.
Trailer towing, driving with a roof top carrier, or driving in mountainous conditions.
Driving on muddy, dusty, or de-iced roads.

# : See information on maintenance and emissions warranty, last
column, page 155.
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Maintenance Schedule for Severe Conditions (listed by distance/time)

*: See Timing Belt on page 189 to determine need for replacement.
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Required Maintenance Record (for Normal and Severe Schedules)

CONTINUED

Maintenance

You or the servicing dealer can record all completed maintenance here, whether you follow the schedule for normal conditions (page 156 ) or severe
conditions (page 158 ). Keep the receipts for all work done on your vehicle.



Required Maintenance Record (for Normal and Severe Schedules)
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